AN OPEN MAPPING APPROACH TO HURWITZ'S THEOREM
BY

G. T. WHYBURN
1. Introduction.
It is a consequence of known results^) that any compact
light open mapping / of one two-dimensional
manifold A into another one
B has a definite finite degree k(f), that is, there is an integer k(f) such that for
each y£j(A),f~l(y)
contains exactly k(f) points provided the points of/_l(y)
are counted with multiplicity
in an obvious manner. Further, considered as
a function on the subset O of compact light strongly open mappings in the
mapping space BA, k(f) can be proven lower semi-continuous
for very much
broader classes of spaces A and B. Upper semi-continuity
of k(f) presents considerably more difficulty and requires restrictions
on A and B as indicated.
However, results will be established below from which it follows that k(f) is
indeed continuous on the set O of compact light strongly open mappings of
A into B where strongly open means that the image of every open set in A
is open in B and not merely open in/(.4) (or, equivalently,/is
an open mapping and f(A) is an open set in B).
As a consequence of our main theorem, we obtain a conclusion concerning
the equality of the number of "y-places" in a given region of two "sufficiently
close" light open mappings which is closely related to the classical theorems
of Rouché and Hurwitz on the zeros of analytic functions and indeed which
includes the Hurwitz theorem in its full strength as a special case. Thus,
not only do we have a purely topological approach to this basic result of
analysis, but one which leans entirely on the properties and techniques
of
open mappings and does not even involve any homotopy results or methods.
As would be expected, the Hurwitz theorem can also be obtained by means of
homotopy results and by using the concept of degree of a mapping defined in
terms of homology or cohomology group mappings. The major difficulty in
this latter is encountered
in showing that, in the cases under consideration,
the two types of degree are numerically
the same. This and other related
questions will be considered in a later paper.
Usually our spaces A and B are assumed to be locally connected generalized continua,
that is, separable,
metric, locally compact, connected,
and
locally connected.
Any different conditions
on the spaces will be clearly
Received by the editors September 30, 1950.
(') For this and other results and definitions used concerning open mappings the reader is
referred to the author's paper, Open mappings on locally compact spaces, Memoirs of the American Mathematical
Society, no. 1, 1950 and his book, Analytic topology, Amer. Math. Soc.
Colloquium Publications, vol. 28. See also, Stoilow, Leçons sur les principes topologiques de la
théorie des fonctions analytiques, Gauthier-Villars,
1938.
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indicated in the statements
of the results. A region R in a space A is a connected open subset of A and the boundary U — U of any open set U will be
denoted by Fr (U). For any set X and r>0,
Vr(X) denotes the set of all
points x satisfying p(x, X) <r. All mappings are assumed continuous
and
single-valued. A mapping/:
A—>B is compact provided that for any compact
set K(ZB,f^l(K)
is compact and is light provided that f_1(y) is O-dimensional

for each yGB.
2. Theorem. Let A and B be separable metric spaces, let f be any mapping of
A into B and let R be any set in B. For any nonempty conditionally compact
component Q of f~x(R), f: Q-^>R is a compact mapping.
Proof. Denote f\ Q by g and let K be any compact

set in R. Then since

f_1(K) is closed and Q is compact, Q-/-1(2sT) is compact. But Qf~1{K)=Q

f-KK)=g-KK) since (Q-Q)f-l{K)C(Q-Q)tl{R)=0.
Corollary.
If A and B are locally connected generalized continua, f is
strongly open, R is a region in B, and Q is a conditionally compact component of

/_1(i?), then f{Q) =R and f\ Q is compact.
For since Q is open in A, f{Q) is both open and closed in R and thus is

equal to R.
3. Theorem.
Given a mapping f: A—>B, where A and B are locally connected generalized continua, any continuum (compact^ HÇ_B and any condi-

tionally compact open set UQA such that Uf~l(H)?¿0,
Then there exists a d(H)>0

Fr (U)f~í(H)=0.

such that if g: A^>B is strongly open and satisfies

pif< g) <d{H), then g(U)Z)H and Ug~l(H)

is compact.

Proof. Let e=p[H, f{C)]/2 where C = Fr (U), let R be the component of
Ve(H) containing

H, and let d(H) =p[H,

ditions, we have g\f~l{H)]CR

B—R].

and g(C)CB-R

Then if g satisfies

(since d(H)^e).

our con-

Thus if Q

is any component of g~1(R) intersecting
U, we have QC. U since C-g~l(R) =0.
Accordingly Q is conditionally
compact and g(Q)=R~Z)H; and U-g_1(H) is
compact since C-g~1(H) =0.

Corollary

1. Any such mapping

g is a compact mapping

on the set

U-g-*(R).
Corollary
2. Iff is a compact mapping on A, d(H)>0
that if p(f, g) <d(H), g is a compact mapping on g~1(H).

may be chosen so

For U may be chosen so as to contain f~l(H), since this set is compact;
and d(H) may also be taken less than p[H, f(A — U)], since f(A — U) is a
closed set not intersecting H. This gives g~1(H)(ZU so that g~~l(H) is com-

pact.
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Corollary
3. // U contains at least k components of f~~l(H), there exists a
d(H)>0
such that for p(f, g) <d(H),
U contains at least k distinct components

ofg-KH).
For we may choose disjoint open sets Ui, Ui, • • • , Uk in U each containing a component
of f~l(H) and so that/-1(Zf)
• 22 Fr (£7«) =0- We may
then apply the theorem in each Ui and let d(H) =min d(Hi).

Corollary
4. /// is light and y is a point of B such that f~l(y) contains at
least k points, there exists d(y)>0 such that if p(f, g)<d(y),
then g~l(y) also
contains at least k points.
This is a special case y = H of Corollary 3, since each point of/_I(y) is a
component of f~1(y) and a conditionally compact open set U can be chosen in
A so as to contain at least k points of/_1(y) and with Fr (U) /_1(/7) =0.

Corollary
5(2). Let the sequence fn(z) of functions each analytic in a region
D of the complex plane converge uniformly in D to the nonconstant function f(z)
and let Zo be a zero of f(z). Then for any neighborhood V of zo there exists an N
such that Vcontains a zero of fn(z) for all n>N.
For since the mapping

generated

by / is light we may choose

UQ V so

that Fr (U) /^(O) =0, that is, so that/(z) t¿0 on Fr (U). Then, taking 77 = 0
(complex
n>Nandfn

number) and applying the theorem, we have p(f, /„) <d(0) for
is strongly open so that/„(T/)D0,
that is, fn(z) =0 for some z£ U.

4. Upper semi-continuity

of degree. Preliminaries.

It need hardly be re-

marked that Corollary 4 establishes the lower semi-continuity
of the degree
function as stated in §1. To obtain upper semi-continuity,
however, much
stricter conditions must be imposed on the spaces involved. This may be
indicated by a simple example. If (p, 9, z) are cylindrical coordinates
in
3-space E3, let us define mappings

/(i, e, o) = (i, 20,o),
K(l, 0, 0) = ( 1 - e sin 6, 20, e sin —V

0 ^ 0 g 2tt.

Then / is a "square" mapping of degree 2 of the unit circle C of the (p, 6)
plane onto itself. Whereas, for each e>0, ht is a homeomorphism
of C into
E3 satisfying
_
p(f, A.) < e(2)1'2.
(2) This is one form of the Hurwitz Theorem. See, for example, Titchmarsh, Theory of functions, p. 119. Other well known theorems on sequences of analytic functions follow similarly.
For example, the result "if /„(z) is simple in a region D for each n and f„(z)—>f(z) uniformly in
D, then either f(z) is simple in D or is a constant" (Titchmarsh,
p. 200) follows directly from
Corollary 5 as does also the fact that the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k is itself either constant or of degree less than or equal

tofe.
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Lemma 1 (3). Let f(A)=B
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be light and open where A and B are closed

2-cells. If f maps the edge C of A topologically onto the edge C of B, then f is a
homeomorphism.
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists a simple arc a=a'yb'
in B such that
C a = a'-\-b', and f~l(y) contains two distinct points Xi and x2. Since each
component
of/_1(a)
maps onto a whereas a' and b' have unique inverses a
and b respectively, f~l(a) is connected. Thus/_1(a;) contains a simple arc axb;
and f(axb) =a since /(axb) C« and/(ax6)
contains an arc from a' to b'. Since
B —oLconsists of two components
i?i and R2 each containing a component of
C' —a'—.b' and «CFr
(Ri) ■Fr (R2), A—f~1(a) consists of exactly two components <2i and Q2 containing
the corresponding
segments of C —a —b and
/_1(a)CFr
(Qi)-Fr (Q2). But since axb separates in A these same two segments of C —a —b and axb(Zf~l{ot), we must have axb=f~1(a).
Accordingly

the mapping f(axb) = a is open and Xi+X2C/_1(:y)C0XÔ. This is impossible
because/ must be topological on axb since a=f~1(a'),
b=f~1(b').
Lemma 2. Let f(J) = C be an open mapping of degrees k>l where J is a
simple closed curve and C is a circle of radius r in a plane Z. Then for any
homeomorphism h: J—+Z whatever,

p(f, h) > r/4.
Proof. Suppose there is some h with p(f, h)^r/4.
Let a and b be diametrically opposite points on C and designate the two arcs of C by ab and ba.
Let f-1(a)=a1+a2+
• • • +ak, f~1(b)=bi + b2-\- • • • +bk with cyclic order
0i, bi, a2, b2, ■ ■ ■ , ak, bk, 0i on J. Let J' = h(J) and, in general, h(x) =x' for

xGJ- We have

(1)
Consider

(2)

X «/ C Fr/«(0),

X W C Vr/t(b).

the arcs

a[al,

a{ai,

• • • , a¿ai

on /'. These contain the points bi, b2 , • • • , bi respectively.
There exists a
linear segment xy(ZVr/i(b) such that xy-J'=x-r-y
and x and y lie on different arcs of the set (2), say on aixai and a¡ ya'J+t. Let K denote the simple
closed curve formed by aix-\-xy-\-ya'J+i-\- X?+i «X+iThen K = xy-\-a,
(3) It may be remarked that this lemma solves a sort of topological "boundary value problem." One may hazard the conjecture
that any light open mapping of a closed n-cell A onto an
n-cell B which maps the boundary of A topologically on the boundary of B is a homeomorphism.
Lemma 2 is the case n = 2 of this conjecture and it will be noted that its proof is based essentially on the case n = 1. A slightly different form of Lemma 2 with a much less elementary proof
is given on pp. 191-192 of the author's book Analytic topology, Amer. Math. Soc. Colloquium
Publications, vol. 28, 1942. It includes the well known theorem that any function w=f(z)
analytic on and inside a simple closed curve J of the complex plane which is simple on J is also simple
inside J (see Titchmarsh, loc. cit., p. 201, for example).
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where a is one of the arcs of J' from x to y.
Now since a{ x-\-a¡ yCLVrn(ab) and xaí +yaj+iC Vrn(ba), it follows that
xa{ —x and a¡y—y are separated by K. For taking / as the midpoint of ab
we may find a linear segment uvÇ.Vrn(t)
with uÇ.aix,
vÇiya'j, and uv
■(a{a2 A-aj a'j+i)=u-\-v.
Then since the simple closed curve W = ux (of
a{aí)+xy-\-yv
(of yaj)+vu
together with its interior lies in Vr/i(tb), both
ya'j+i —y and xa2 —x must be without W. The interior of IF lies entirely on
one side of K and this side contains ya'¡ —y while xa2' —x necessarily lies on the
opposite side of K since it lies without W. But this is impossible since then
the open arc I'—a of J' would have to intersect K as it contains both a2

and a¡.
Corollary.
Letf(I) = Cbean open mapping of degree k where J is a simple
closed curve and C is a circle of radius r on a plane Z. If there exists a homeomorphismh:
I—>Z satisfying p(f, h) <r/4, then k = 1 andf is ahomeomorphism.
5. Theorem.
Let f: A—*B be a compact light open mapping of degree k
where A and B are 2-manifolds. Then for any continuum H(Zf(A) there exists
an e(H)>0 such that if g: A—>B is any light strongly open mapping satisfying
p(f, g) <e(H), then g is compact and of degree k on g-¿(H).
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that 77 contains interior
points. Then we may choose an interior point y of 77, which we first suppose
is the center of a circular disc E of radius 4r lying wholly in 77, such that/_1(£)
consists of k disjoint topological discs Ei ■ ■ ■ Ek each of which maps topologically onto E under /. Let D be the circular disc centered at y and of
radius r and let £¡/_1(7?) = /?,-. Let C be the circle centered at y and of radius
2r, let 7? be its interior and S its exterior relative to the interior of E. Determine d(H)>0
as in §3, Corollary 2 and define e(77)=min
[r/2, ¿(77)].
Now let g: A—*B satisfy the conditions in our theorem. Let /,=g_1(C)£,-.

Then since p[g(D{), f(Di)]=p[g(Di),

D] <r/2,

g(D¿) is within C so that

Di lies in a bounded component
Qi of the complement
of /» relative to the
interior of £,. Since any bounded component
Qi of the complement
of
/,• (rel. int. Ei) must map onto 7? under g, there can be only one such in Eit
because a second one could contain no point of/"'(y)
whereas it would contain a point x of g~1(y) and we would have p[f(x), g(x)]=p[f(x),
y]>r.
Likewise there can be only one unbounded component G, of the complement of
J,-(rel. int. Ei); and since /¿CFr
(Qt)-Fr (Gi), and /¡ is locally connected, it
follows that /,- is a simple closed curve.
Next consider the mappings h—f\Ji and gi=g\JiSince h is a homeo-

morphism, gi(Ji) = C is open and p(h, gi) <e(H)^2r/A,

it follows by §4,

Lemma 2 that gi is a homeomorphism.
But then since Ji = (QiA-Ji)g~1(C),
so also is the mapping g| (Qi + Ji) by Lemma 1. Finally, since for any x

G \g~KH) - ZÏ (Qi+ Ji)], the point/(x) lies in B-D, we have p[g(x), B-D]
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Thus r'WCE(o¡+i¡)

and thus g_1(y) consists

k points at each of which g is locally topological.

of

Thus g is of degree k

on gr\H).
In the proof just given it was assumed that y is the center of a circular
disc E in H. To complete the proof let t(B)=B'
be a topological mapping
where B' is a manifold such that t(y) is the center of a circular disc on t(H).
By the case already proven, there is an e'(H)>0
such that p(tf, tg) <e'(H)
gives deg. tg = k on g~l(H). Let e(iî) >0 be determined so that p(x, y) <e(H),
x, yEH, gives p[i(x), t(y)]<e'(H).
Then if p(/, g)<e(H),
we have p(ü/, ig)

<e'(H) and deg. Zg= deg. g = & on g~l(H).
6. Application.
Theorem on the "zeros." Let A and B be 2-manifolds and f: A-^B be
light and strongly open. Let D be a conditionally compact region in A with
boundary C and let y G \f(D)— f{C)]. There exists an e(y)>0 such that any
light strongly open mapping g: A—+B satisfying p(f, g) <e(y) has the same number of y-places in D (each counted with multiplicity) as does f.
Proof. We let B* be the component of B—f(C) containing y and let A*
= Df~l(B*)=Ai-\■ ■ • -\-Am (components).
Consider the mappings

/Mi-/ft

fi(Ai) = B*CB,

j=l,---,m.

By §2, each of these is compact, light, and strongly open and of degree k¡
and ^,kj = k equals the number of y-places of/ in D. For each j, let e¡(y)
be the number given by §5 for the mapping/
and define
e(y) = min [e,-(y), p(y, B - B*)].

Then if g: A-^-B satisfies the condition p(f, g)<e(y),
g\Aj is of degree k¡ for each j. Further,

it follows by §5 that

for any xG-D— A*,

Pig{x),f{x)) < e(y) ^ p(y, B - B*) g p(y, f(x))
since/(x)G-B —B*. Thus g(x)y£y so that

r\y)-DCA*.
Accordingly

g takes the value y exactly

multiplicity)

in D.

k = X^i

times (each counted

with

Corollary.
The same conclusion holds for each yo in some neighborhood of
y with k constant.
As a second corollary

we have the following theorem.

Hurwitz
Theorem. Let the sequence of functions f„(z) each analytic in a
region R converge uniformly in R to a function f(z) which is not identically zero.
Then if ÇER is an m-fold zero of f(z), every sufficiently small neighborhood D
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of f contains exactly m zeros of fn(z) for n>N(D).
For since/(z)

is nonconstant

and analytic

in 7? its mapping

of R into the

w-plane is light and strongly open. Thus if we take DA-C in R with fÉEZ?
so that f(z) f^O on DA- C—f and obtain e(0) from the theorem,

holds for each/n satisfying p(f, /„) <e(0).
University

of Virginia,
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